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Year 10  
Child Studies   

 
Due Date: Friday 17th June Week 8  
 

Assessment Name:   Children’s Literature 

Mark: 
 

Weighting:  30 % 

 

TASK DESCRIPTION: 

Storytelling through written media to children every day has a positive effect on their own reading and 

cognitive skills later in life. It can be difficult to engage some children in Storytime, so using a character is a 

great way to help involve and encourage children to learn for themselves. 

 

TASK - PART A 

Create an age-appropriate character for a child aged between 2-3 (toddler), OR 4-5 (preschool). The 

character must be designed and constructed so it can be incorporated into Part B. The character can be in 

the form of a puppet, stuffed toy, paper model, 3D-printed, or digital form and must contain child safe 

materials.  

Your character must have a swing tag that includes: 

 

• The character’s name and birthday. 

• Character profile: likes, dislikes, a favourite thing, etc. 

• Your name (the author). 

• Child development information: A sentence on why this character relates to its age group, e.g., 

Character X has been chosen because…, etc.,  

• Situational paragraph: A short paragraph about where this storybook could be used and why, e.g., in a 

community library, in the home, in a preschool, etc. 
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TASK - PART B 

Construct a multi-page storybook that teaches an early childhood person something using your character. 

This may include a moral storyline, a lesson like how to brush their teeth or tie their shoe or cross the road, 

etc. Your story must also include an educational activity linked to the story (this can be during the story or 

as the final page of your book), e.g., spelling, word match, find a word, sensory identification, counting, 

colour identification and their words, or skills practice like how to catch a ball, or recognise shapes, etc. 

 

Use the following guidelines and Canva to create your story book: 

1. Cover page: Story title, Author name, character / illustration (this can be in a physical medium or 

digital). 

2. Inside front cover: A short one paragraph introduction on what this story will help children learn, 

year it was made, a dedication (optional).  

3. Page 1 - Title page: Story title, character / illustration, or begin your story 

4. Page 2+ - Story pages (minimum 6 pages, maximum 10 pages): introduce your character, explain a 

challenge they must overcome, work through the solution (the teaching), finalise with a successful 

outcome (e.g., what success will feel like, etc.). Provide at least one educational activity (throughout 

or on conclusion of your story). Include your character in some way along the way. 

5. Inside back cover: acknowledgements or references (as required), additional activities or resources. 

- Back cover: Small Illustration, barcode, name of printer (e.g. Picton High School), suburb. 

 

          Submit your book to Mrs Reason for printing 

 

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED: 

CS5-5 evaluates strategies that promote the growth and development of children 

CS5-7 Discusses the important of positive relationships for the growth and development of children  

CS5-12 applies evaluation techniques when creating, discussing and assessing information related to child 

growth and development 

 

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED:  

Plan - a detailed proposal for doing or achieving something 

Implement – put into effect 

Analyse - Identify components and the relationship between them; draw out and relate implications 

Compare - Show how things are similar or different 
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ASSESSMENT MARKING CRITERIA 
 

 

MARKING GUIDELINES   GRADE 

• Extensively Constructs a completed character. The character is age-appropriate for 
early childhood. 

• Extensively Includes a detailed and appropriate character profile and appropriate 
character swing tag without errors. 

• Child development information and situational paragraph extensively written with 
appropriate resource/s, without errors. 

 A 
 
 

• Thoroughly Constructs a completed character. The character is age-appropriate for 
early childhood. 

• Thoroughly Includes a basic and appropriate character profile. Includes a basic and 
appropriate character swing tag with minor errors. 

• Child development information and situational paragraph Thoroughly written / linked 
appropriately, no resource/s, minor errors. 

B 
 
 

• Constructs a sound character. The character is age-appropriate for early childhood. 

• Includes a sound character profile. Includes a limited and appropriate character swing 
tag with multiple errors. 

• Child development information and a situational paragraph written soundly, no 
resource/s, multiple errors. 

 
C 
 
 
 

• Constructs basic character. The character is age-appropriate with some minor 
adjustments. 

• Does not include a character profile or not appropriate but makes a basic attempted. 
Age-appropriate swing tag with minor adjustments, tag has multiple errors. 

• Child development with basic information and situational paragraph not written with 
adequate details, no resource/s, multiple errors. 

D 
 
 

• Character not completed. 

• Character profile not submitted or attempted. 

• Swing tag illegible.  

• Section B not attempted. 

• Child development information and situational paragraph not written or attempted, 
provided but not age appropriate. 

E 
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